
Shocking FOIA Results: $11 Million to Bribe OB-GYNs to Lie to Moms About Safety of MRNA-Vaccines
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Dr. Naomi Wolf interviews Dr. James Thorp. Dr. Thorp reveals FOIA results: $11 million to bribe OB-GYNs to lie to pregnant moms

about often-abortifacient MRNA injections.
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Ann24 6 weeks ago

This is just horrible & heartbreaking!! Gods vengeance on all these serpents!

14 likes Reply

Jls58 5 weeks ago

My son, and his wife, had covid in 2020, one was tested, the other had identical symptoms on an identical timeline, and both lost
sense of smell and taste. 

Recovered in several days, no lasting issues, primarily tired and slept a lot. There were small children in the home, though they were
kept distant, and my son and wife wore an N95 Respirator and hand washed when near the children, the children did not become
sick. 

My son's sister-in-law is a doctor. She advised them to get vaccinated (when they recovered and had natural immunity?). They
received the initial and second shots. The wife miscarried 3 times after that, and had Pre-Eclampsia during the 4th that
necessitated a flight in a helicopter for the new born, an MRI for the new born and several days in NeoNatal Intensive Care, but all
seems well now. 

Safe and Effective. Really? I hope those responsible, the WEF, Bill Gates, and the researchers and scientists for big pharma (as
applicable) that foisted this onto the world pay for eternity for their actions and sins.

14 likes Reply

SincereCanadian 6 weeks ago

So the OBGYN people involved in collecting any bribe money will be charged anyway, paying back the money or not 

🧐 🤔

8 likes Reply

tinkerbell1983 6 weeks ago

God bless and strengthen Naomi and Dr thorp. we truly appreciate all you have done to reveal the truth about these horrible shots.
Prayers for you and all who are standing up against the tryanny to Gods children. Keep on sharing the light we need to hear. God
will help us

8 likes Reply

Diamondz 3 weeks ago

SO many deaths and maiming worldwide yet they are still pushing the poison! Why can't these monsterous cockroaches be
stopped!!?? I know why, massive corruption in the healthcare and judicial system - they have sold their souls - Canada too where I
am. This is so disgusting and sad at the same time. People waking up now though but it is too late for many and for my brother who
believed the corrupt media. He took the "M" jab and passed away by bleeding to death internally laying on his floor at home on May
13/2021 - 9 days short of his 60th birthday. I decided to focus my grief by creating a vaxx detox website in his memory, at least I
get to help others.....

7 likes Reply

tlcdragonfly 6 weeks ago

Dr Thorp keeps mentioning his substack but we can't find it. Could you put his substack link in the video description?

4 likes Reply

Skieswideopen 3 weeks ago

Also a Canadian here, so thankful for the strength and courage of Dr.’s Thorpe & Wolfe for never relenting!
The question for us Canadians, of course, regarding this issue of corruption of the OBGYN community, is what is the situation in
Canada? Is there a similar pays scheme in place? Is there a Canadian counterpart to the American ACOG and if so, what are they
saying to their members? Love to hear from Canadian OBGYN’s!! To this layman, there is no greater evil from the mRNA rollout than
the recommendation for acceptance by women of child-bearing age, especially those who are pregnant !!!! God bless you James &
Naomi!

💛

5 likes Reply

hamyncheese 2 weeks ago

Yeah, and, what is ANYONE going to do about it? It's simple - we live in a TOTALITARIAN WORLD - Name one place Human Beings
are FREE

2 likes Reply

tlcdragonfly 6 weeks ago

Cant find his recent Twitter either.

1 like Reply

johnctokalenko 2 weeks ago

SSM is a "Catholic" organization. Obviously, the Devil has taken control of that organization, as well. What can we expect under the
apostate Anti-Pope Bergoglio?

1 like Reply

FreeBop 2 weeks ago

Dr. Thorp says this was fraud and a RICO violation and a conscious decision to disregard harms to pregnant women and their
unborn children, and that he has hard evidence to back it up. Please publish every bit of that evidence. Therefore, what is the plan
to send a criminal referral to every state Attorney General, and to every assistant U.S. attorney? When will those criminal referrals
be filed?

1 like Reply

L0b0ts 2 weeks ago

The ground zero where the very first pregnant women, infants and children were trialed was Queensland, Australia. It is important
to note it is illegal to trial pregnant women with vaccines, so it happened in Queensland first so big pharma could cover their bases.
It is important to note that the silent majority is behind you all.

1 like Reply

RogerN77 1 week ago

Why are they forcing a "vaccine" that messes up the pregnant women and their newborn babies? Eugenics. It is part of the plan to
reduce the world population to 500M. That is why they are trying so hard to keep this information secret.

0 likes Reply

BuffyKatz 1 week ago

I cannot get this to play at all. Other videos are working, has this been censored?

0 likes Reply

Basina33 2 weeks ago

I hate Rumble!

-1 likes Reply

medpub 2 weeks ago
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